A bold and aggressive mud-terrain tire that delivers extreme off-road capabilities, balanced with impressive on-road performance.

High Tech body reinforcements provide confident stability under all load conditions.

All-Season Traction: Strategic placement of sipes offer impressive wet and light snow performance.
FEATURES + BENEFITS

3-Ply DuraGen™: Race proven durability and puncture resistance provides driving confidence under the world’s most extreme conditions.

High Void Pattern Design: An aggressive open pattern delivers extreme off-road traction, while large channels promote self-cleaning of water and mud.

Sidewall Protection Lugs: Boldly styled protection pads offer additional side grip during extreme off-roading.

Deflection Ribs: A series of stacked ribs in the upper sidewall protects the tire against damage and penetration of rocks.

Alternating Shoulder Scoops: Biting edges provide additional grip for enhanced traction on loose, off-road terrain.

Stone Bumpers: Raised ribs between tread blocks provide additional protection against stone drilling for improved puncture resistance.

For the latest information regarding tire size availability, please refer to our website at www.generaltire.ca.
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